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Question No : 1 

A template administrator creates an Assessment template In Oracle Fusion Sales. Identify the formula to 

calculate the weighted score for an Assessment template response.  

 

A. Question Weight * Response Score * Response Rating = Weighted Score  

 

B. Question Groups Weight * Response Score = Weighted Score  

 

C. Question Weight * Response Score = Weighted Score  

 

D. Question Groups Weight " Response Rating = Weighted Score  

 

E. Question Groups Weight * Response Rating * Response Score = Weighted Score  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 2  

Which profile option needs to be enabled for the use of auxiliary dimensions in territory definition?  

 

A. Classification category for auxiliary dimension needs to be set to classification category.  

 

B. Customer class for auxiliary dimension needs to be set to customer class.  

 

C. Customer type for auxiliary dimension needs to be set to customer type.  

 

D. Customer account for auxiliary dimension needs to be set to customer type.  

 

E. There is no need to set any profile option.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 3  

When a sales person updates a revenue item in an opportunity, the unsubmitted, unadjusted forecast 

automatically updated to reflect the change.  

Identify the correct sequence of activities performed during this process.  

 

A. Create new forecast item for transactions that meet forecast criteria, and remove existing.  
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B. Create new forecast items for transactions that meet forecast criteria, update existing forecast items, 

and remove forecast items that no longer meet forecast criteria.  

 

C. Create new forecast items for transactions that meet forecast criteria, and update forecast Items that 

no longer meet the forecast criteria.  

 

D. Update existing forecast items, and update forecast Items that no longer meet forecast criteria.  

 

E. Create new forecast item for transactions that meet forecast criteria, remove existing forecast items, 

and update forecast items that no longer meet the forecast criteria.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 4 

A sales manager has been assigned to develop a reference program for his organization, with the primary 

objective of helping the sales organization to identify and position relevant references to prospects and 

increase sales productivity.  

Select the activity that the sales manager would be able to perform in Oracle fusion Reference 

Management functionality.  

 

A. Develop a reference program that includes reference incentives for wins.  

 

B. Develop a reference program that includes reference registration.  

 

C. Identity and manage the reference presence in industries.  

 

D. Build a comprehensive reference SWOT analysis.  

 

E. Develop and manage reference activity thresholds and threats levels.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 5  

Identify the set with five major Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) types in Oracle Sales Cloud.  

 

A. job roles, duties, privileges, functional security, and data security  

 

B. job roles, resources, privileges, functional security, and data security  

 

C. job roles, duties, role hierarchies, privileges, and functional security  
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D. resource hierarchy, job roles, resources, data security, and functional security  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 6  

Identify three true statements regarding auto inclusion of items in a forecast process.  

 

A. revenue items with a close date that falls within the forecast period  

 

B. revenue items that are closed as won  

 

C. revenue items that are closed as lost  

 

D. revenue items with "Always include" enabled, with no override enabled in the forecast  

 

E. revenue items with "Always include" enabled, with override enabled in the forecast  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 7  

A sales manager has create a lead and assigned the lead to sales resources. The manager wants to 

allow resources to view and update the data on the lead, excluding lead owner-and team 

membership-related details.  

Identify the privilege option to restrict the resource from updating the lead owner and team membership 

details.  

 

A. resource with Admin access  

 

B. resource with Full access  

 

C. resource with Append access  

 

D. resource with Edit access  

 

E. resource with Read-Only access  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 8  

Identity the attributes that need to be defined while configuring sales stage in a sales methodology.  
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A. Phase, Order, Duration mid Stalled Deal Limit.  

 

B. Phase, Order, Duration and Opportunity Status  

 

C. Phase, Win probability Range, Opportunity Status  

 

D. Phase, Order, Win Probability Range, Duration and Stalled Deal Limit  

 

E. Status, Order, Win Probability Range\ Duration and Stalled Deal  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 9 

In Data Quality Management, for which three entities are real-time and batch matching available?  

 

A. Organization  

 

B. Opportunity  

 

C. Person  

 

D. Lead  

 

E. Location  

 

Answer: A,C,E  

 

 

Question No : 10  

Oracle Fusion Territory management is used in an organization to assign sales accounts, leaders, and 

opportunities. It is also used to generate Business Intelligence reports. Identify three territory 

management-related setup tasks that have to be performed by the territory administrator while configuring 

territories.  

 

A. Identify visible members.  

 

B. Enable dimensions and metrics.  

 

C. Quota  

 

D. Lookups  
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E. Forecast  

 

Answer: A,B,C  

 

 

Question No : 11  

You have just attempted to import a flat containing opportunity data. Although the import process has 

completed, you do not see any of the data in the Fusion Application.  

How can you access more information to troubleshoot the issue?  

 

A. Drill down on the Import Activity's Status field and open the log file.  

 

B. Drill down on the Import Activity's Status field and open the exception file.  

 

C. Drill down on the Import Activity's Status field and open the error file.  

 

D. Open the log file that is automatically emailed to the administrator after the import process completes.  

 

E. Navigate to the import record in Oracle Web Services.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 12 

Which three record types use Product Groups?  

 

A. Customers  

 

B. Contacts  

 

C. Leads  

 

D. Opportunities  

 

E. Campaigns  

 

Answer: A,C,E  

 

 

Question No : 13  

Which FSM task is used to run imports in Grade Sales Cloud?  

 

A. Run File Imports  
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